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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Set and complete, ready for outfitting in days, not weeks

The client needed an insulated industrial steel building with high ceilings,
capable of housing an extensive amount of support equipment. The challenge
came with the requirement that the building would need to be erected in the
shortest amount of time possible, with little interference to the surrounding
areas.

Modular built equipment shelter
Partnering with Modular Genius, Whitley proposed the use of a new series of
industrial modular buildings called The UpGrade. The end walls of the modules

Permanent or temporary. Capable
of relocating multiple times

have the ability to fold under, allowing up to 3 modules to be shipped on a single

Required only a small work crew of
four to set and finish the building

installed in our factory to minimize the on-site work. Once the modules arrived

Pre-installed electrical system,
lighting, doors, vents & insulation

fold out. After the modules were bolted down to the slab and mate line close-up

Majority of steel framing consisting
of recycled materials

the finished building. Only a matter of a few hours passed from a bare concrete

15 foot ceiling height

flatbed trailer. Items such as siding, roofing, and electrical systems were preon site, a crane was used to lift the modules into place, allowing the end walls to
materials were put in place, the client was able to install their equipment inside of
slab, to a finished, weather tight building.

UpGrade Equipment Shelter
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PROJECT NAME
Upgrade equipment shelter
LOCATION
Washington, DC
PARTNERS
Modular Genius
Project TYPE
Equipment Enclosure
Building SIZE:
3000 sq. Ft.
Building units:
5 Modules
Unit sizes up to:
l=66’ w=14’ h=24’
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